A Tale of Two Genocides: USA’s Hypocrisy
The United States frets about Israel – which is surrounded by Muslim nations which have had a history of
trying to exterminate it. Yet Americans don’t seem to care [or know] about the first Christian nation
Armenia, which is also surrounded by unfriendly Muslim nations that want to wipe it off the map…
Shamefully, the United States doesn’t even recognise the genocide of 1.5 million Armenian Christians, and
neither does Israel – because the barbaric slaughter of Armenians from their ancestral homeland was
done by a so-called ‘ally’ of the United States: the Turks (people from Azerbaijan are also Turkic people).
In fact, Hitler was known to have been inspired by the fact the world turned a blind eye to the Armenian
genocide and Germany’s complicity during WWI, to perpetrate his own genocide in WWII. So do
Americans care more about ‘strategic alliances’ and blood money than the lives of millions of humans?
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Victims: 2,200,000 – 2,800,000 Christian Armenians, Assyrians, and Greeks

Victims: 11 million total, Jews (6 million), Poles, Slavs, disabled, etc.

Perpetrators: Turk, Kurd and Chechen Muslims (Ottoman Empire leaders
were protected by ally Germany, which did nothing to stop the genocide)

Perpetrators: German Nazis

Muslim leaders: Talaat Pasha (the ‘Turkish Hitler’), Enver Pasha, Djemal
Nazi leaders: Adolf Hitler and other German commanders such as:
Pasha, Nazim Efendi; (all sentenced to death for crimes against humanity by Heinrich Himmler, Reinhard Heydrich, Otto Eichmann, Hermann Göring
an Ottoman Turk Courts-Martial on 5 July 1919, but fled to Germany)
Recognised by: 29 nations including Ottoman Turk allies Austria and
Germany, and NZ Gallipoli Allies Canada, France and Russia, and the Pope

Recognised by: almost universal recognition

Shamefully denied by: Turkey and Turkish ally Azerbaijan, and not formally
recognized by the USA (but 43 U.S. States recognize), and shamefully not
recognized by Israel, which today militarily supports Turkey and Azerbaijan

Shamefully denied by: some Middle Eastern governments, including
Iran and Syria

Theft: 2,549 churches and all Armenian land, an estimated US$3.7 billion
(1919) just from the Church. Instead of returning the blood money, the UK
and France sold it for U. S. Treasury Certificates via J.P. Morgan Bank

Theft: Nazi bank theft estimated to be US$5.6 billion

Reparation: by Turkey to Armenians, Assyrians, and Greeks – nil. In July
Reparation: by Germany to Jews – US$845 million (1951), US$125
2004, California allowed descendants of Armenian Genocide victims to
million (1988), $US5 billion due to German business involvement in
settle 2,400 life insurance policies (after WWI, the Turkish government had the Holocaust such as the Deutsche Bank (1999), €772 million (2012)
asked to receive US insurance payments for people Turks had killed)
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